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New research project granted €5,7M by European 
Commission to develop optimised biogas from 
synthetic communities of bacteria 
The MICRO4BIOGAS consortium will produce an efficient, renewable, 
and easily storable energy resource, with a pilot power plant in Spain 

Madrid, 30/06/2021. — A new international research and innovation project called 
MICRO4BIOGAS has just kicked off, aiming to develop natural and synthetic microbial 
communities for the production of optimised biogas. The project has been funded with 
€5,7M under the EU H2020 programme for a duration of four years, and it comprises 14 
institutions from 6 countries, including universities, companies and the local government 
of one Spanish town where a cutting-edge biogas plant will be built. 

As climate change demands a fast transition towards sustainable power, the project aims 
to supplement existing renewable energy sources, such as wind and solar, with one that can 
be stored to produce heating or electricity on demand. 

Biogas is mostly methane, with some carbon dioxide and traces of other gases, and it is 
produced by the decomposition of organic matter in the absence of oxygen (anaerobic 
digestion). Like biomass, biogas is burnt to produce energy without adding fossil fuels to 
the carbon cycle, and therefore it is a sustainable energy source. 

Biologist Manuel Porcar is the coordinator of the project and group leader at the Institute 
for Integrative Systems Biology, I2SysBio, in Spain (University of Valencia—Spanish National 
Research Council). He says: "Biogas is well beyond a promising technology: it is already a 
reality in many European countries. However, other countries still need to develop 
integrated solutions for their waste management and bioenergetic sectors.” 

Biogas production is carried out by bacteria that decompose organic matter, which can come 
from food waste, agricultural waste or livestock manure. Although the stages of this 
biodigestion are broadly known, the complete process is considered a “black box” due to 
the complexity of the interactions between biochemical reactions involved. 

“The gaps in the knowledge of the microbial bases of the methanogenic process certainly 
mean that there is much room for further optimisation of the biogas sector in Europe," says 
Porcar. His team of microbiologists and biotechnologists from the MICRO4BIOGAS 
consortium will study these reactions in detail to design microbial communities—enhanced 
using Synthetic Biology techniques—that are optimised for very efficient fermentation of 
organic matter. 

To ensure the laboratory process works at industrial scale, a pilot biogas plant will be built 
in Aras de los Olmos with public funding from the Spanish Ministry for Ecological Transition 
and from the regional government, applying the new scientific discoveries. This small town 
in the region of Valencia, to the East of Spain, has a population of 380 people, and is the first 
Spanish municipality to rely 100% on local renewable energy sources for power. 
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About the MICRO4BIOGAS project 
The MICRO4BIOGas project is coordinated by Universitat de València (Spain) and comprises 
the following partners: Gasterra BV (Netherlands), ABS International (Belgium), AEV Energy 
GMBH (Germany), Ayuntamiento de Aras de los Olmos (Spain), Bioenergie Verbund EV (Ger 
many), Technische Universitaet Dresden (Germany), Draxis Environmental SA (Greece), 
Bioclear Earth BV (Netherlands), Universitat Politècnica de València (Spain), Universiteit Gent 
(Belgium), Finrenes OY (Finland), Darwin Bioprospecting Excellence SL (Spain) and Scienseed 
SL (Spain).  

Contact 
For more information or interview requests, please contact: 

Pres Officer, Scienseed | Bruno Martín 
Email | press@scienseed.com 
Tel. | +34 684075229 

You can also follow us on social media: 

@micro4biogas 
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